Benefits of Hosting
with FM:Systems

Why “Outsource” Your FM:Interact Hosting
FM:Systems recognizes that your precious IT resources need to be focused on building your business through strategic
planning and managing mission critical projects, not worrying about web hosting and managing servers. Allowing
FM:Systems to host your FM:Interact implementation offers many benefits including ensuring the safety and security of
your data. Choosing us to host FM:Interact for you is a cost effective solution that will limit the burden on your existing IT
resources while providing access to high-end computing infrastructure.

It’s Like Money in the Bank
Your company has limited IT resources already committed to providing services and expertise to multiple business units
supporting many different existing technologies. By allowing us to host FM:Interact for you, we can provide the break your
IT staff needs to focus on mission critical projects and strategy without having to add additional resources or headcount.
Outsourced hosting services allow you to tap into the immense investments made by our hosting company in state-of-theart infrastructure and security without any capital commitment or burden on your existing budget. This saves you dollars
in server hardware, software, upgrades and man-hours needed to run it all.
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Our hosting company integrates extensive security measures to protect your data from threats both physical and online.
At FM:Systems, we partner with Windstream, an industry leader that provides rock solid expertise and infrastructure to
ensure that your data is safe and secure. Our FM:Systems IT and support staff knows our hardware and software better
than anyone and provides the greatest amount of efficiency and effectiveness for solving issues quickly. Relax knowing that
your business is protected by multiple levels of security, uninterruptible power, redundant HVAC systems, fire suppression
and responsive monitoring and management.

Peace of Mind
FM:Interact implementation, network performance and availability are guaranteed in our standard Service Level Agreement
(SLA). Rest assured knowing that your data is safe and secure. Specific features of our hosting include:
• 24/7 monitoring and FM:Interact upgrades at no extra charge
• Tier 3 datacenter with dedicated warm disaster recovery site
• High availability systems running latest OS’s and hardware
• Dedicated support staff
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